Protocol Responsible Sports and the additional guidelines and advice regarding Covid-19
Protocol has been developed in accordance with some of the WHO guidelines on the organisation of sports events,
IFT update and with input from the Ten-Pro team.
Apply the rules that prevent contamination:
GENERAL
1) All parents and supervisors respect the rules for the public.
2) Everyone keeps 1.5 meters distance. If this doesn't work, wear a mouth mask.
3) Do you have to cough or sneeze? Then put it in your elbow. The hygiene rules remain essential. That means: wash
your hands regularly and don't give a hand or kiss when greeting.
4) If necessary, a maximum number of spectators per player should be set depending on the number of matches per
round so that there are not too many people in the park at the same time (monitor and regulate the number of
visitors in the park).
5) One does not enter the tournament venue if you are sick yourself or one of your family members is sick or shows
symptoms of a respiratory tract infection. Inform the TEN-PRO team via Whattsapp.
6) Do not immediately resume sports after a period of fever. Wait at least as many days with games as you have had
a fever.
7) If a player or spectators have COVID-19 symptoms within 14 days of a competition, inform the TEN-PRO team at:
proglobus@live.nl. All spectators who have COVID-19 symptoms within 14 days of attending a tournament have to
inform the Tournament Director for appropriate follow-up.
8) In case any spectator experiences COVID-19 symptoms while on-site: the Tournament Director must be informed.
If it is detected by TEN-PRO team or employees from the location, they may send them home.
9) Specific guidelines can be provided at the last moment, in accordance with the progression of the COVID-19
pandemic.
10) In the current situation it is not desirable to wait too long in a clubhouse in bad weather conditions. If so, make
sure there is enough space at 1.5 meters distance from each other.
11) Daily cleaning and disinfecting of all shared areas frequently and provide hygiene notices for players, officials and
spectators.
12) Provide access to on-call doctor.
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PLAYERS
13) Only singles matches will be played at this tournament.
14) Players are obliged to stay at home in case of Corona related complaints.
15) Players remain at least 1,5m from one another and have no physical contact (such as a post-match handshake).
16) Do not give handshakes, high fives, kisses or hugs or take selfies. Tap the rackets against each other. Players, do
not sign autographs or take selfies with a group op people.
17) Players go around opposite sides of the net at changeovers.
18) Players should not share equipment (rackets, towels, water bottles, etc).
19) Hygiene rules remain essential. This means: wash hands and do not give a hand or kiss at a greeting. Wash your
hands at least twice and dry them with paper wipes: before and after playing, don't shake hands and don't give high
fives, cough and sneeze in your elbow and use paper handkerchiefs.
20) Preferably, use chairs instead of benches. Chairs should be placed at least 1.5m apart, along each side of the net.
Do not sit at one bench with your partner or opponent.
21) Always the same player controls the scoreboard during the match.
22) Both players preferably check the filled in results sheet with the supervisor on the spot.
23) The referee decontaminates the players' seat and referee's seat after the match has finished.
24) Referee does not shake hands with players.
25) Supervisors on court (coaching) wear a mouth mask (because distance can’t be maintained).
26) Players only come to the match table to sign up & to watch the order of play.
27) The tournament table staff is protected with plexiglas counter screens. Players remain in front of the screens.
When they have to wait, they also keep a distance of 1.5 m.
28) Disinfect pumps and wipes on the table
29) A discreet tournament opening and prize-giving ceremony will take place.
30) Advise the players to shower and/or change clothes at home.
31) While following measures such as these will ensure that the risk from COVID-19 is minimised, the guidelines are
clear that the risk can’t be eliminated altogether.
32) If you have any questions about this guidance, please contact the TEN-PRO team at: proglobus@live.nl
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